Let a compact torus T " T n´1 act on a smooth compact manifold X " X 2n effectively, with nonempty finite set of fixed points, and suppose that stabilizers of all points are connected. If H odd pXq " 0 and the weights of tangent representation at each fixed point are in general position, we prove that the orbit space Q " X{T is a homology pn`1q-sphere. If, in addition, π 1 pXq " 0, then Q is homeomorphic to S n`1 . We introduce the notion of j-generality of tangent weights of torus action. For any action of T k on X 2n with isolated fixed points and H odd pXq " 0, we prove that j-generality of weights implies pj`1q-acyclicity of the orbit space Q. This statement generalizes several known results for actions of complexity zero and one. In complexity one, we give a criterion of equivariant formality in terms of the orbit space. In this case, we give a formula expressing Betti numbers of a manifold in terms of certain combinatorial structure that sits in the orbit space.
Introduction
Let a compact torus T " T k act effectively on a connected closed smooth manifold X " X 2n with nonempty finite set of fixed points. The number n´k can be shown to be nonnegative. This number is called the complexity of the action.
For a fixed point x P X T of the action, consider α x,1 , . . . , α x,n P HompT k , T 1 q -Z k , the weights of the tangent representation at x defined up to sign. Definition 1.1. The action is said to be in j-general position if j ď n and, for any fixed point x, any j of the weights α x,1 , . . . , α x,n are linearly independent over Q.
We will usually assume that j ď k where k is the dimension of the acting torus, since otherwise the condition is empty. An action of T " T k is called an action in general position, if it is in k-general position.
For an action of T k on X consider the equivariant filtration:
where X i consists of torus orbits of dimension at most i. There is an orbit type filtration on the orbit space Q " X{T :
Using the filtration of Q, one can define an i-dimensional face F of Q as a closure of any connected component of Q i zQ i´1 . If p : X Ñ Q denotes the natural projection to the orbit space, then the full preimage X F " p´1pF q of a face F is a smooth submanifold of X, preserved by the T -action. We call X F a face submanifold of X. Let T F Ă T k denote the noneffective kernel of the T k -action on X F . Therefore there is an effective torus action of T {T F on a face submanifold X F . We now briefly recall the notion of an equivariantly formal action. For an action of the torus T on a space X consider the fibration XˆT ET X Ñ BT and the corresponding Serre spectral sequence (1.1) E˚,2 -H˚pBT q b H˚pXq ñ H˚pXˆT ET q " HT pXq,
where ET T Ñ BT is the universal T -bundle, XˆT ET is the Borel construction of X, and HT pXq is the equivariant cohomology algebra. The coefficients of cohomology modules are taken in the ring R, which is either Z or Q. It will be assumed throughout the paper that either R " Z and all stabilizers of the action are connected, or, otherwise, R " Q. The space X with a torus action is called (cohomologically) equivariantly formal in the sense of Goresky-Kottwitz-Macpherson [17] if its Serre spectral sequence (1.1) degenerates at E 2 . In particular, the spaces with vanishing odd degree cohomology are all equivariantly formal. In [22, Lm.2.1] it was proved that the converse holds true: if the action with isolated fixed points is equivariantly formal, then its odd-degree cohomology vanish. According to [22, Lem.2.2] , the following condition holds for equivariantly formal spaces (1.2) each face of Q has a vertex.
In this paper we concentrate on equivariantly formal actions, hence Condition (1.2) is always satisfied. The actions of complexity zero and their orbits spaces are well studied in toric topology. The following lemma describes the orbit spaces of equivariantly formal torus actions of complexity zero. Lemma 1.2 ([22] ). Consider an equivariantly formal effective action of T " T n on M " M 2n . Then the orbit space P " M {T is acyclic. Its face structure given by the torus action is the structure of a homological cell complex on P .
Consider an action of complexity one, that is an action of T n´1 on X 2n , and assume that it is in general position. Then, according to [3, Thm.2.10] , the orbit space Q " X{T is a closed topological manifold of dimension n`1 provided that (1.2) holds true. Moreover, in this case dim Q i " i and dim X i " 2i for i ď n´2, while dim Q " n`1. Therefore, Q has faces of dimensions 0 to n´2 and the unique maximal cell of dimension n`1 (which is the orbit manifold Q itself). All faces except Q will be called proper faces. The set Q n´2 , which is the union of all proper faces, has specific topology which was axiomatized in the notion of the sponge in [3] . Our main result concerning torus actions of complexity one is the following.
Theorem 1. Assume that the action of T n´1 on X " X 2n is effective and has nonempty finite set of fixed points. If the action is equivariantly formal, then the following hold for the orbit space Q " X 2n {T n´1 :
(1) all proper faces F of Q are acyclic, i.e. r H˚pF q " 0; (2) the sponge Q n´2 is pn´3q-acyclic, i.e. r H i pQ n´2 q " 0 for i ď n´3; (3) the orbit space Q is a homology pn`1q-sphere, that is r H i pQq " 0 for i ď n and H n`1 pQq -R. Here, either R " Z and all stabilizers of the action are connected, or R " Q. Corollary 1.3. Let X be as in Theorem 1 (for Z coefficients), and, moreover, X is simply connected. Then the orbit space Q " X{T is homeomorphic to S n`1 .
Proof. Since the set of fixed points is nonempty, the condition π 1 pXq " 0 implies π 1 pQq " 0 by [6, Corollary 6.3] . Generalized Poincaré Conjecture in topological category [23, 21] then implies the homeomorphism Q -S n`1 .
Using Corollary 1.3 we recover the following particular results:
(1) The result of Buchstaber-Terzic [9, 10] who initiated the study of actions of positive complexity in terms of their orbit spaces. Their result states the homeomorphisms G 4,2 {T 3 -S 5 and F 3 {T 2 -S 4 for the complex Grassmann manifold G 4,2 of 2-planes in C 4 and the manifold F 3 of full complex flags in C 3 . (2) The result of Karshon-Tolman [19] which states that the orbit space of a Hamiltonian complexity one torus action in general position is homeomorphic to a sphere. Indeed, if X has Hamiltonian action with isolated fixed points, then π 1 pXq " 0, see e.g. [18] . (3) The results of the first author [3, 4] asserting that X 2n {T n´1 is a sphere, provided that X 2n is an equivariantly formal manifold with an action of T n , the orbit space X 2n {T n is a disk, and T n´1 Ă T n is a subtorus in general position. This class of examples includes the classical action of a maximal torus T 2 Ă G 2 on the 6-sphere G 2 { SUp3q of unit imaginary octonions. (4) The result of [4] which asserts that HP 2 {T 3 -S 5 and its generalization to other quaternionic toric manifolds of dimension 8. We mention here that the same technique, as used in the proof of Theorem 1, gives a new proof of Lemma 1.2. We prove Lemma 1.2 in Section 2 before giving the proof of Theorem 1 to demonstrate the key ideas. Next, using similar arguments we prove Theorem 2. Assume that the action of T " T k on X " X 2n is equivariantly formal and in j-general position, j ě 1. Then the orbit space Q " X{T satisfies r H i pQq " 0 for i ď j`1.
It is assumed that either the action has connected stabilizers and the coefficients are taken in Z, or the coefficients are in Q.
Both Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1 arise as particular cases of this theorem. Another particular case is the following Corollary 1.4. Assume that X is a closed GKM-manifold. Then its orbit space Q " X{T is 3-acyclic, that is r H i pQq " 0 for i " 0, 1, 2, 3.
Indeed, a GKM-manifold is an equivariantly formal manifold such that, at any fixed point, any two weights are linearly independent. This means that the torus action on a GKM-manifold is in 2-general position and Theorem 2 applies.
In Sections 4, 5, and 6 we prove the result, which is converse to Theorem 1. Under certain assumptions on the complexity one action in general position, the acyclicity of all proper faces F , the pn´3q-acyclicity of the sponge Q n´2 , and the n-acyclicity of the orbit space Q imply that the action is equivariantly formal. This statement is more complicated than the direct theorem. In Section 4 we formulate the theorem and demonstrate the key ideas for the case n " 2, that is for circle actions on 4-dimensional manifolds, which is the classical subject of equivariant topology.
In order to formulate and prove the general statement, we recall the notion of a sponge from [3] and prove several homological statements about sponges in Section 5, in particular, we review the necessary notions about (co)sheaves on finite posets, and recall the construction of the dihomology spectral sequence, which plays an important role in the arguments. In Section 6, we formulate and prove the general theorem (Theorem 4), converse to Theorem 1. The proof requires additional homological machinery, the sheaf of Atiyah-Bredon complexes being the main ingredient.
Our criterion is related to the result of Franz [16] , however there is one difference. In [16] , the criterion of equivariant formality is stated for locally standard actions, and the first step of this technique consists in making equivariant blow-ups so that a given action becomes locally standard. We work with a more restricted class of actions, however, in our considerations, we study the original space, not the blown-up space.
In Section 7, we express Betti numbers of equivariantly formal actions of complexity one in general position in terms of combinatorial and topological characteristics of the orbit space. We introduce the notion of the h-vector of an abstract sponge. If a sponge is constructed from an equivariantly formal action on X, its h-vector encodes Betti numbers of X of even degrees. In general, we suppose that h-vectors of sponges have many common properties with the h-vectors of simple polytopes (Dehn-Sommerville relations, nonnegativity) and hope that there exists a combinatorial and algebraical theory of sponges parallel to the theory of Stanley-Reisner rings for simple polytopes and face rings of simplicial posets. Our optimistic belief is that there should exist a notion of a "sponge algebra", defined combinatorially in terms of generators and relations, and this notion will allow to describe equivariant cohomology algebras for equivariantly formal manifolds with complexity one actions in general position.
Actions of complexity 1 in general position
Let a torus T " T k act on a manifold X " X 2n . Our main tool is Atiyah-Bredon-Franz-Puppe sequence for equivariant cohomology:
where δ i is the connecting homomorphism in the long exact sequence of equivariant cohomology of the triple pX i`1 , X i , X i´1 q. It is known that whenever the action of T k on X " X 2n is equivariantly formal, (2.1) is exact: Atiyah [1] proved the analogous statement for K-theory, Bredon [7] proved it for cohomology with rational coefficients, and Franz-Puppe [15] obtained the result for cohomology over integers. However, in the latter case, it is required that all stabilizers of the torus action are connected (this requirement is a bit weaker in the paper [15] ). Note that (2.1) is obviously a sequence of H˚pBT q-modules.
We now demonstrate our key ideas by proving Lemma 1.2.
Proof of Lemma 1.2. We proceed by induction on n. The case n " 0 is trivial. Assume that the statement holds for all k ă n. Consider an equivariantly formal action of T n on M 2n , and let P " M 2n {T n denote the orbit space. Let M i be the equivariant iskeleton of M , and tP i " M i {T n u be the corresponding filtration of P . Let M F be the face submanifold corresponding to a face F and T F be the noneffective kernel of the induced T naction on M F . Therefore M F is again a manifold with the torus action of complexity zero. According to [22, Lm.2.2] , the manifold M F inherits the property of vanishing odd degree cohomology. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, F is a homology disc for dim F ă n, and the pair pF, BF q is a homological cell. For a face F of dimension i, we denote the intersection of F with the lower strata by F´1, that is F´1 " F X P i´1 . It can be shown directly, that for the actions of complexity zero, F´1 coincides with the topological boundary BF of a face F . Induction hypothesis implies that the face stratification of P n´1 is a homological cell complex. Now we write the ABFP-sequence (2.1) for M
Consider the i-th term in (2.2) for i ď n´1. We have
If dim F ă n, then F is a homological cell by induction hypothesis, therefore H j pF, F´1q " H j pF, BF q " 0 for j ă dim F .
Therefore H˚`i T pM i , M i´1 q " 0 if i ă n and˚ă 0. Taking˚ă 0 in (2.2) we get the exact sequence
which implies that H˚`n T pM, M n´1 q " 0 for˚ă 0. However, H˚`n T pM, M n´1 q -H˚`npP, P n´1 q, hence we get the pn´1q-acyclicity of the pair pP, P n´1 q. This proves that the pair pP, P n´1 q is a homological cell. Recalling that P n´1 is a homological cell complex by induction hypothesis, we have proved that P is also a homological cell complex. Now we look at the components of (2.2) of degree 0. We get the exactness of the sequence
But this sequence coincides with the cohomological cochain complex for the homology cell complex P . Its acyclicity implies r H˚pP q " 0 which concludes the induction step.
The similar arguments will be used to prove Theorem 1. We prove the following, more general statement.
Proposition 2.1. Assume that the action of T n´1 on X " X 2m , m ě n is equivariantly formal and has nonempty finite fixed point set. Assume that dim X i " 2i and dim Q i " i for all i ă n´1 (that is all proper face submanifolds carry actions of complexity zero). Then the following hold for the orbit space Q " X 2m {T n´1 :
(1) all proper faces F of Q are acyclic, i.e. r H˚pF q " 0; (2) the sponge Q n´2 is pn´3q-acyclic, i.e. r H i pQ n´2 q " 0 for i ď n´3; (3) the orbit space Q is n-acyclic, i.e. r H i pQq " 0 for i ď n. (4) H i pQ, Q n´2 q " 0 for i ď n and i ‰ n´1.
Again, it is assumed that either R " Z and all stabilizers of the action are connected, or R " Q.
Proof. Since X is equivariantly formal and X T is isolated, we have H odd pXq " 0. Let F be a proper i-dimensional face of Q, that is i ď n´2. The face submanifold X F " p´1pF q is a torus invariant submanifold of dimension 2i by assumption. According to [22, Lm.2.2] , the manifold X F inherits the property of vanishing odd degree cohomology. Now, since X F is a manifold with an action of complexity zero, Lemma 1.2 implies that its orbit space F is acyclic. This proves item (1) of the proposition. Acyclicity of all proper faces also implies that the faces of Q n´2 provide a structure of a homological cell complex on this space. Now we write the ABFP-sequence (2.1) for X
Consider the i-th term in (2.3) with i ď n´2:
The latter isomorphism is due to the following facts: (1) the action of T n´1 {T F on X F zX i´1 is (almost) free, (2) pF, BF q is a homological cell. Similarly, for the rightmost term in (2.3) we have (2.5) H˚`n´1 T pX, X n´2 q -H˚`n´1pQ, Q n´2 q since the torus action is (almost) free on QzQ n´2 . Specializing (2.3) to a degree˚ă 0, we get the exact sequence
This observation shows that
From (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that the ABFP-sequence can be written in the form
Specializing to degree 0 (the lowest nontrivial degree) in each module, we get
where δ i for i ď n´2 is the connecting homomorphism in the cohomological exact sequence of the triple pQ i`1 , Q i , Q i´1 q. The truncated sequence
is the reduced complex of cellular cochains of the homological cell complex Q n´2 :
Hence, acyclicity of the ABFP-sequence implies that
This proves item (2) of the proposition. The acyclicity of (2.8) at the last two terms implies that the induced homomorphism
is an isomorphism. However, according to (2.9) the module`À F : dim F "n´2 R˘{ Im δ n´3 coincides with the cellular cohomology module H n´2 pQ n´2 q and the map r δ n´2 is induced by δ n´2 by passing to cellular cohomology. Therefore,
is an isomorphism. It is easy to check that r δ n´2 coincides with the connecting homomorphism in the long exact sequence of the pair pQ, Q n´2 q.
Putting˚" 1 in (2.7), we have (2.12) H n pQ, Q n´2 q " 0, since the previous term À F : dim F "n´2 H˚pBT F q vanishes for odd˚. Item (4) of the proposition is justified by (2.6) and (2.12).
Gathering (2.6), (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) together, we see that the connecting homomorphisms
in the long exact sequence of the pair pQ, Q n´2 q are isomorphisms for all i ď n. Hence r H i pQq " 0 for i ď n. This proves item (3) of the proposition.
The Q-version of the proposition follows the same lines, since we only used ABFPsequence, which is exact over Q if disconnected stabilizers are allowed.
As a corollary, we obtain a proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. If a torus T n´1 acts on X 2n in general position, then, according to [3] all proper face submanifolds carry an action of complexity zero (also see Lemma 3.1 below). Therefore, Proposition 2.1 applies. Now, the orbit space Q is a closed topological manifold of dimension pn`1q, by [3, Thm.2.10], and it is n-acyclic, hence it is a homology sphere.
General actions in j-general position
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Assume that a torus T " T k acts effectively on a connected closed smooth manifold X " X 2n and H odd pXq " 0. The action is equivariantly formal and has complexity n´k. At first, we give some comments on actions in j-general position. Note that the action is in 1-general position if and only if all its weights are nonzero. This means that fixed points of the action are isolated. It will be assumed that j ě 1, so that all actions under consideration have finite sets of fixed points. Theorem 2 will be proved by induction on k. Let F be a face of Q " X{T . The number dimpT {T F q will be called the rank of F and denoted rk F . Therefore the filtration term Q i is the union of all faces of rank i. The complexity of the action on X F will be denoted
To perform the induction argument we need a technical but simple statement.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that an action of T " T k on X " X 2n is in j-general position, j ď k. Let F be a face of Q " X{T and X F Ă X be the corresponding face submanifold. Then the following hold:
(1) complpF q ď complpQq " n´k;
(2) for every face F of rank ă j, the action of T {T F on X F has complexity zero;
Proof. Let t and t F be the Lie algebras of T and T F respectively, so that t -R k and t F -R k´rk F . Let α 1 , . . . , α n P HompT, T 1 q be the tangent weights of the action at some fixed point x P X F Ă X. The weights of the induced action of T on X F are given by some subset tα i u iPA , A Ă rns. Since T F fixes X F pointwise, there holds xw, α i y " 0 for any w P t F and any i P A. Here we assume that the weight lattice HompT, T 1 q is naturally embedded in t˚. Therefore, the vectors tα i u iPA lie in the annihilator t K F -R rk F . The vectors tα i u iPrns linearly span the space t˚since the action of T on X is effective (if tα i u iPrns do not span t˚, the nonzero subspace Ş iPrns Ker α i would be the tangent Lie algebra of the noneffective kernel of the action). Similarly, the vectors tα i u iPA linearly span the space t K F since the action of T {T F on X F is effective. Therefore the complement rnszA contains at least dim t˚´dim t K F " k´rk F elements. Hence compl Q´compl F " pn´kq´p|A|´rk F q ě 0 which proves item (1) . Now let rk F ă j. This condition together with j-generality implies that any rk F`1 ď j weights are linearly independent. If |A| " 1 2 dim X F ą rk F , then X F has at least rk F`1 many weights at a fixed point. These weights lie in the space t K F of dimension rk F , hence they are linearly dependent which gives a contradiction. Hence 1 2 dim X F " rk F and therefore X F has complexity 0 which proves (2) . If rk F ě j, then every j ď rk F of the weights tα i u iPA are linearly independent, therefore the induced effective action of T {T F on X F is in j-general position by definition, which proves (3). (1) H s pQ i , Q i´1 q " 0 for i ă j and s ‰ i;
This lemma implies
(2) H s pQ j , Q j´1 q " 0 for s ă j and for s " j`1.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.1, all faces of the pj´1q-skeleton Q j´1 correspond to complexity zero case. Therefore Q j´1 is a homology cell complex by Lemma 1.2. This proves (1) .
where, as before, F´1 denotes the union of faces of F having lower rank. According to Lemma 3.1, each proper face submanifold of X F carries the action of complexity 0. Therefore, we can apply Proposition 2.1 for each face manifold X " X F having rank n´1 " j. Item (4) of Proposition 2.1 shows that
for s ă j and for s " j`1.
Now we prove one more statement concerning acyclicity of certain relative pairs. The next lemma generalizes one of the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 1 to actions of arbitrary complexity. Proof. The proof goes by induction on rk F . If rk F " 0 then F is a point and F´1 " ∅, so there is nothing to prove. Now assume that the statement holds for all F with rk F ă s and prove it for F " Q, rk Q " s. As in Section 2, we write down the ABFP-sequence for the manifold X over Q:
Ñ H˚`s T pX, X s´1 q Ñ 0 Since X is equivariantly formal, the sequence is exact. Further, we have
The group H i pF, F´1q vanishes for i ă s´1 by induction hypothesis. Hence H i T pX s´1 , X s´2 q vanishes for i ă s´1 as well. Specializing (3.1) to˚ă 0, we deduce that
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the cohomological spectral sequence associated with the filtration tQ i u of Q: The complex pE p,0 1 , d 1 q is nontrivial. However this differential complex coincides with the ABFP-sequence (3.1) specialized at degree 0. Since ABFP-sequence is exact, we have E p,0 2 " 0. These considerations show that E p,q 2 " 0 for p`q ď j`1, which proves the theorem.
So far, in general, there is a topological restriction on the orbit spaces of equivariantly formal actions with isolated fixed points: they are always 2-acyclic. If the action is in j-general position, then the orbit space is pj`1q-acyclic. From the homological point of view, however, this is the only restriction which we can obtain, at least for the actions of complexity one. In the joint work [5] of the first author and Cherepanov, the following statement was proved.
Proposition 3.4 ([5, Thm.2]). For any finite simplicial complex L, there exists a closed smooth manifold X 2n with H odd pX 2n q " 0, and the action of T n´1 in j-general position, j ě 1, such that the orbit space Q n`1 " X 2n {T n´1 is homotopy equivalent to the pj`2q-fold suspension Σ j`2 L.
Moreover, such example can be constructed as a certain CP 1 -bundle over the permutohedral variety. The torus action on this bundle is induced by the torus action on the permutohedral variety in the base. This manifold is a smooth projective toric variety, hence the action is Hamiltonian and cohomologically equivariantly formal.
A criterion of equivariant formality in complexity one: case n " 2
Our next goal is to formulate and prove the theorem converse to Theorem 1 that is the criterion for equivariant formality of torus actions of complexity one in general position in terms of the orbit space structure. In this section we discuss the case n " 2, i.e. the T 1 -action on 4-dimensional manifolds. This case is simpler but reflects some of the main ideas of the general case. The general theorem is stated and proved in Section 6.
Theorem 3. Assume that an effective action of T 1 on a closed manifold X " X 4 satisfies the following properties:
(1) the action has nonempty finite set X 0 of fixed points;
(2) the action is semifree (that is, the action is free on the complement XzX 0 );
Then the action is equivariantly formal: H odd pXq " 0.
It should be noted that circle actions on 4-folds are a classical subject in algebraic topology [12, 14] , in particular, the relation between simply-connectedness of X 4 and simplyconnectedness of the orbit 3-fold Q 3 " X 4 {T 1 as well as the classification of T 1 -manifolds of dimension 4 in terms of their orbit spaces was studied in detail by Fintushel [14] (also see references therein). Theorem 3 is a homological version of his result. We suppose that the reasoning below is not the easiest way to prove the statement, however it demonstrates the key ideas to be used in the proof of Theorem 4 below, which tackles the case of general n.
Proof of Theorem 3. By assumption, we have a T 1 -action on a 4-manifold X 4 , the orbit space Q 3 is a homology 3-sphere and there is a nonempty finite set Z " Q 0 of fixed points. The truncated ABFP-sequence has the form (4.1) 0 Ñ HT1pZq Ñ H˚`1 T 1 pX 4 , Zq Ñ 0, or, equivalently,
Since Q is a homology 3-sphere, and Z is a finite set, the group H k pQ, Zq is nontrivial only for k " 1 and 3. There holds H 3 pQ, Zq -Z, H 1 pQ, Zqr H 0 pZq, as follows from the long exact sequence of the pair pQ, Zq. The homomorphism δ 0 :
Zq -Z is surjective as well. Indeed, let x P Z be a fixed point, U x Ă Q be a small disk neighborhood of x in Q and W x be a small disk neighborhood of x in X 4 . By collapsing the subset XzW x , we get a 4-sphere S 4
x " X{pXzW x q with the induced action of T 1 . The orbit space S 4 x {T 1 is homeomorphic to Q{pQzU x q -S 3 . The T 1 -action on S 4
x has a fixed point setZ consisting of two points, Z " tx, 8u. Since the T 1 -action on S 4
x is equivariantly formal, the ABFP-sequence for S 4
x is exact. Hence the map H 2
x ,Zq is surjective. We have the following commutative diagram
Zq where the vertical arrows are induced by collapsing XzW x and passing to cohomology relative to the point 8 (which is the class of the collapsed subset XzW x ). The right vertical arrow is an isomorphism since
It follows that the lower horizontal map is an epimorphism.
We have proved that the truncated ABFP-sequence (4.1) is exact in the second position. The differential complex (4.1) is the first page of the spectral sequence pE
The acyclicity of the ABFP-sequence implies that pE T 1 q˚,d egenerates at the second page. Therefore, the augmented ABFP-sequence 0 Ñ HT1pX 4 q Ñ HT1pZq Ñ H˚`1 T 1 pX 4 , Zq Ñ 0, is exact. By the result of Franz-Puppe [15, Thm.1.1], this condition implies that X 4 is equivariantly formal.
Topology of sponges
In order to prove the analogue of Theorem 3 for actions of T n´1 on X 2n in general position, we need a deeper insight into the structure of orbit type filtrations of such actions. The general theory of sponges was developed in [3] . In this section we recall the basic definitions and examples, and prove a collection of technical homological lemmas.
Construction 5.1. Let v 1 , . . . , v n´1 be a basis of the vector space R n´1 and v n " ř n´1
i"1 v i . Consider the subset C n´2 of R n´1 given by C n´2 " ď IĂrns,|I|"n´2
The subset C n´2 is the pn´2q-skeleton of the simplicial fan corresponding to the toric variety CP n´1 , see Fig.1 . The subset C n´2 comes equipped with the filtration C 0 Ă¨¨¨Ă C n´2 " C n´2 , where C k is the union of k-dimensional cones of the fan C n´2 . A point x P C n´2 Ă R n´1 is said to have type k if C n´2 cuts a small disc U x Ă R n´1 around x into n´k disjoint chambers. The filtration term C k consists of all points of type ď k.
Lemma 5.2. Let x P C n´2 be a point of type k. Then the local cohomology group H j pC n´2 , C n´2 ztxuq vanishes for j ‰ n´2 and H n´2 pC n´2 , C n´2 ztxuq -Z n´1´k .
n=3 n=4 Figure 1 . The spaces C n´2 in small dimensions
Proof. If x has type 0, that is x is the origin of R n´1 , then H˚pC n´2 , C n´2 ztxuq -
n´1 is the pn´3q-skeleton of an pn´1qdimensional simplex. In this case, the computation of cohomology is a simple exercise. In general, if x has type k, then x has a neighborhood homeomorphic to R kˆC n´1´k and the statement follows from the type 0 case and the suspension isomorphism.
Let us recall a notion of the sponge, introduced in [3] . This notion models the structure of orbit type filtration for torus actions of complexity one in general position.
Definition 5.3. Let Q " Q n`1 be a closed topological manifold and Z Ă Q its subspace. A pair pQ n`1 , Z n´2 q is called a sponge if, for any point x P Z, there is a neighborhood U x Ă Q n`1 such that pU x , U x XZ n´2 q is homeomorphic to pVˆR 2 , V XC n´2 q, where V is an open subset of the space R n´1 and C n´2 is the model space defined in Construction 5.1.
Sometimes the space Z n´2 itself will be called a sponge. The filtration tC k u on C n´2 naturally induces the filtration Z 0 Ă Z 1 Ă¨¨¨Ă Z n´2 of Z n´2 . A point x P Z is said to have type k if it lies in Z k zZ k´1 . The closures of connected components of Z k zZ k´1 are called the (proper) k-faces of the sponge. We recall from [3, Prop.2.16] , that whenever an action of T n´1 on X 2n is in general position and satisfies (1.2), the pair pQ, Q n´2 q is a sponge. Here, as before, Q " X 2n {T n´1 is the orbit space, and Q n´2 is its orbit pn´2q-skeleton. The notion of faces for the orbit type filtration and that for a sponge are consistent.
Example 5.4. We have the following natural examples of sponges.
(1) Assume there is a locally standard action of T n on a manifold M 2n , so the orbit space P " P n " M 2n {T n is a manifold with corners. Assume that the induced action of a subtorus T n´1 Ă T n on M 2n has isolated fixed points, and it is in general position. Then the sponge of T n´1 -action on M 2n is an pn´2q-skeleton of P , see [3] . In particular, it was proved in [3] , that whenever M 2n is a quasitoric manifold, its orbit space M 2n {T n´1 is homeomorphic to the sphere S n`1 , and the sponge is the pn´2q-skeleton of the orbit polytope (that is the boundary of a simple polytope minus the interiors of all facets). (2) The following actions were mentioned in the introduction: the T 3 -action on the Grassmann manifold G 4,2 of complex 2-planes in C 4 , the T 2 -action on the manifold F 3 of full complex flags in C 3 , and the T 3 -action on the quaternionic projective plane HP 2 . Their sponges are shown on Fig. 2 . The sponges for G 4,2 and F 3 were described in [3] , while the sponge for HP 2 was described in detail in [4] . In view of Theorem 1, it is natural to introduce the following definition.
Definition 5.5. A sponge pM n`1 , Z n´2 q is called acyclic if the following conditions hold: (1) M n`1 is a homology pn`1q-sphere; (2) each face of Z n´2 is acyclic; (3) the space Z n´2 is pn´3q-acyclic.
In this section we work with coefficients in Z. However, Definition 5.5 makes sense for coefficients in any field k as well.
Remark 5.6. If we are given just the space Z n´2 without specifying the ambient manifold M n`1 , then we call a sponge Z acyclic, if conditions (2) and (3) above hold.
For a sponge pM n`1 , Z n´2 q, consider the poset S Z of proper faces of Z n´2 , ordered by inclusion. In general, if S is a poset, we use the notation S ďs " tt P S | t ď su, S ěs " tt P S | t ě su, for s P S. Similarly, we have S ăs and S ąs .
Lemma 5.7. If pM n`1 , Z n´2 q is an acyclic sponge, then the geometrical realization |S Z | is pn´3q-acyclic. Moreover, S Z is a Cohen-Macaulay poset.
Proof. The proof essentially repeats the idea of [22, Prop.5.14] or [2, Prop.2.7] . We consider the filtration t|S Z | k u of |S Z |, where |S Z | k is the geometrical realization of the subposet tF P S Z | dim F ď ku. There exists a map f : Z n´2 Ñ |S Z | preserving the filtrations on these spaces. Indeed, the map can be constructed inductively: at each step, we need to extend the given map f : BF Ñ |pS Z q ăF | to the map from F to |pS Z q ďF |. Such extension exists since the target space is a cone: |pS Z q ďF | " Cone |pS Z q ăF |. It is natural to call the subsets |pS Z q ďF | the faces of |S Z |.
Since both spaces Z n´2 and S Z have acyclic faces, the constructed map f : Z n´2 Ñ |S Z | induces the isomorphism of the (co)homology spectral sequences corresponding to the filtrations on these spaces. Therefore |S Z | has the same homology as Z n´2 , in particular it is pn´3q-acyclic. The same argument shows that |pS Z q ăF | is a homology sphere.
To prove the Cohen-Macaulay property of S Z we pick an arbitrary chain F 1 ă¨¨¨ă F r of faces of S Z and consider the link of the simplex σ " pF 1 , . . . , F r q in the geometrical realization of the poset S Z . We have
According to the preceding discussion, all spaces |pS Z q ăF 1 |, |pS Z q pF 1 ,F 2 q |, . . . , |pS Z q pF r´1 ,Frq | are homology spheres. The pn´2´dim F r qdimensional space |pS Z q ąFr | is pn´3´dim F r q-acyclic according to Lemma 5.2. Indeed, the poset structure of the upper ideal pS Z q ąF coincides with the subposet of C n´2 which consists of all faces that strictly contain a point x of type dim F . The geometrical realization
This proves that the link of any simplex in |S Z | is acyclic below the dimension of the link. Therefore S Z is Cohen-Macaulay.
Let pM n`1 , Z n´2 q be an acyclic sponge. Since Z n´2 is a homology cell complex, the incidence numbers for pairs of cells are well defined. Let us choose orientations of all faces F of Z n´2 arbitrarily. This means that we choose a generator o F of the group H dim F pF, BF q -Z for any F . For any pair of faces F ą G, dim F´dim G " 1, we consider the incidence number rF : Gs P Z determined by the condition Bpo F q " rF : Gso G for the natural map B : H dim F pF, BF q Ñ H dim G pG, BGq. For any pair F ą F 1 of faces such that dim F´dim F 1 " 2, there exist exactly two intermediate faces F ą G 1 , G 2 ą F 1 , and there holds the diamond relation:
In general, if S is a graded poset, we use the notation s ą i t if s ą t and rk s´rk t " i. Assume that for any s ą 1 t a number rs : ts is defined, and, for any s ą 2 s 1 there exist exactly two elements t 1 , t 2 P S between s and s 1 , and there holds rs : t 1 srt 1 : s 1 s`rs : t 2 srt 2 : s 1 s " 0. In this case we say that a sign convention is set on S.
Construction 5.8. Let S be a poset of dimension n´2. We consider S as a small category in a natural way: objects are the elements of S and there exists exactly one morphism from s to t if s ě t, and there are no morphisms otherwise.
We consider the cosheaf H˚of local cohomology of S, following the classical idea of [24] . We set H˚psq " H˚p|S|, |SzS ěs |q for s P S. If s ą t, then S ěs Ă S ět , and the inclusion of pairs p|S|, |SzS ět |q Ñ p|S|, |SzS ěs |q induces the natural map H˚ps ą tq : H˚psq Ñ H˚ptq.
If there is a sign convention on S, then we can define homology modules of the cosheaf H˚by
The standard argument with dihomology complex [24, Thm.1] gives the spectral sequence
We need the following lemma Lemma 5.9. Let Z be an acyclic sponge, and S Z be the corresponding poset of faces. Then, for each face F Ă Z, there is a canonical isomorphism H˚pZ, Zz
Proof. The map f : Z Ñ |S Z | constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.7 takes the closed subset Zz
This map induces the isomorphism of the corresponding spectral sequences, hence it induces the natural isomorphism in relative cohomology.
Lemma 5.10. Let pM, Zq be an acyclic sponge. Let x F be a point lying in the relative interior of a face F Ă Z, and U x F be a small disk neighborhood of x F in M . Then there is a canonical isomorphism H˚pZ, Zz
The intersection of each face G ě F with U x F is a disk, and we have H˚pG X U x F , BG Y BU x F q -H˚pG, BGq, since both are isomorphic to Z in degree dim G, and vanish otherwise. Therefore two spectral sequences
are isomorphic and degenerate at the second page. This implies the statement.
A criterion of equivariant formality in complexity one, general case
In this section we prove the theorem converse to Theorem 1 for general n. The arguments of this section also give a method for computing Betti numbers of equivariantly formal actions of complexity one in general position. This will be done in Section 7.
Theorem 4. Assume that an effective action of T n´1 on a closed manifold X 2n satisfies the following properties:
(1) the action has nonempty finite set X 0 of fixed points and each face submanifold X F meets X 0 (condition (1.2)); (2) the action is in general position at each fixed point;
(3) all stabilizers are connected; (4) the orbit space Q " X 2n {T n´1 is a homology pn`1q-sphere: r H i pQq " 0 for all i ď n; (5) the sponge of the action is acyclic, that is for each face F of Q n´2 there holds r H i pF q " 0 for all i, and r H i pQ n´2 q " 0 for all i ď n´3.
Conditions (4) and (5) of the theorem state that the sponge pQ, Q n´2 q of the action is acyclic.
The case n " 2 was proved in the previous section. Indeed, for n " 2, we have: (1) the condition "X F meets X 0 " is satisfied since X F is either a fixed point or the manifold X itself;
(2) there are two nonzero weights at each fixed point, so they are in 1-general position; (3) the condition "all stabilizers are connected" is satisfied for semifree circle actions; condition (4) coincides with the condition 3 of Theorem 3; condition (5) is trivially satisfied for a circle action.
We now return to Theorem 4. By assumption, the action of T " T n´1 on X " X 2n is in general position, and its sponge is acyclic. Reversing the arguments of Section 2, we see that the ABFP-sequence for X is exact in degrees ď 0 (the whole sequence vanishes in degrees ă 0, and the case of degree 0 follows from the acyclicity of the sponge Z " Q n´2 ). If we prove the acyclicity of ABFP-sequence in positive degrees as well, then equivariant formality of X will follow, according to [15, Thm.1.1] .
From now on we assume n ě 3. To prove the acyclicity of ABFP-sequence of X, we resolve it by a "cosheaf of local ABFP-sequences". This line of reasoning requires additional constructions introduced below. Construction 6.1. Let AB˚pXq denote the non-augmented ABFP-sequence of H˚pBT qmodules (6.1)
that is AB i pXq is the graded H˚pBT q-module HT pX i , X i´1 q with degree shifted by i. Let x P X be a point and W x be a small T -invariant open neighborhood of the orbit T x Ă X. By the Slice Theorem, there exists an equivariant diffeomorphism
where ν x " τ x X{τ x pT xq is the normal subspace to the orbit T x (here and in the following τ p M denotes the tangent space to a manifold M at a point p). Let W x and BW x be the closure and the boundary of W x respectively. We consider the relative ABFP-sequence of the pair pW x , BW x q (by the excision property, equivariant cohomology of this pair can be replaced by the corresponding cohomology of the pair pX, XzW x q):
We denote this sequence by AB˚pxq, so that AB i pxq is the H˚pBT q-module HT pX i , pX i zW x qY X i´1 q with grading shifted by i (note that each AB i pxq has its own, interior, grading). We say that x P X has type k if x P X k zX k´1 , or equivalently dim T x " k.
Lemma 6.2. If x has type k, then AB i pxq " 0 for i ă k.
Proof. The equivariant i-skeleton of W x is empty for i ă k since W x is small enough and does not intersect lower strata. Lemma 6.3. If x has type k, then the differential complex AB˚pxq is acyclic for˚ą k.
Proof. Let ν x be the normal vector space to the orbit (it carries the natural action of T x ), and ABT x pν x , Bν x q be the relative ABFP-sequence of ν x compactified at infinity.
We have ν x X X i " pν x q i´k , where pν x q i´k is the T x -equivariant pi´kq-skeleton of the T x -action on ν x . Therefore, according to (6.2), we have
Tx pν x , Bν x q. Here and in the following, we adopt the following convention to simplify the notation. If A, B are subspaces of the same ambient space E, then H˚pA, Bq denotes H˚pA, A X Bq (even if B is not the subspace of A). Isomorphisms (6.4) imply that the graded module AB i pxq is isomorphic to the graded module AB i´k Tx pν x , Bν x q, with degree shifted by k. By collapsing Bν x Ă ν x to a point, we get a 2pn´kq-sphere Sν x -S 2pn´kq with the action of T x . Therefore, ABT x pν x , Bν x q -ABT x pSν x , 8q. The sphere has vanishing odd degree cohomology, hence the T x -action on Sν x is equivariantly formal. Therefore the ABFP-sequence ABT x pSν x q of H˚pBT x q-modules is acyclic for˚ą 0. The relative version AB Tx pSν x , 8q differs from AB Tx pSν x q by a splitting 1-dimensional summand HT x p8q -H˚pBT x q at 0-th position, therefore, ABT x pSν x , 8q is acyclic for˚ą 0 as well. This proves acyclicity of AB i pxq for i ą k. Construction 6.4. Consider a proper face F of the orbit space Q " X{T . For all points x in the interior of F , the complexes AB˚pxq are canonically isomorphic (here we use the fact that all stabilizers of the action are connected). We use the notation AB˚pF q for AB˚px F q where x F is any point in the relative interior of F . If F ą G, then there is a natural morphism of differential complexes AB˚pF q Ñ AB˚pGq. Indeed, we can choose a point x G P relint G, and a close point
Therefore, inclusion of pairs pX, XzW x G q ãÑ pX, XzW x F q induces the maps of ABFPsequences ab F ąG : AB˚px F q Þ Ñ AB˚px G q. Moreover, for any face F there is a natural homomorphism ab F : AB˚pF q Ñ AB˚pXq induced by the inclusion pX, ∅q Ă pX, XzW x F q.
Since the action of T n´1 on X 2n is in general position, the orbit space Q is a topological manifold, and the subspace Z " Q n´2 is a sponge. If x P Z is a point of type k, then there is a neighborhood U x of x such that the pair pU x , U x X Zq is homeomorphic to pR n`1 , C n´k´2ˆRk q, where C d is the sponge local model, defined in Construction 5.1. Lemma 6.5. If q ď n´2, then
H˚pBT G q.
For q " n´1, there holds
where the degree is shifted by n´1:
Proof. If x lies in a relative interior of a face F , then the faces of U x XZ correspond to the faces G of Z such that G ě F . The relative cohomology groups H q pG X U x , BG Y BU x q can be naturally identified with H q pG, BGq. Indeed, both groups are concentrated in degree q " dim G where they are isomorphic to Z (here we use the acyclicity of G for the latter group). This is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2. Then we apply the same argument as in Section 2:
H˚pBT G q, (the last isomorphism is due to the fact that the closure of G X U x is a disc). Similarly, we have AB n´1 pF q k -H k`n´1 pU x , Z YBU x q, since the T -action is free outside of Z.
We now look at the complexes ABpF q together with the maps ab F ąG , defined in Construction 6.4, as a cosheaf AB on the poset S Q of proper faces of Q and consider its chain complex. More precisely, for 0 ď p ď n´2 and 0 ď q ď n´1, consider the H˚pBT q-module
According to Lemma 6.2, C´p ,q vanishes for p ą q. There are two differentials on the double complex C˚,˚. The vertical differential
is the direct sum of differentials in ABFP-sequences of faces F . The horizontal differential is defined using the maps ab F ąG and the sign convention on S Q :
The diamond relation (5.1) implies that d 2 H " 0. We add one more term C´p n´1q,n´1 to the bigraded module C˚,˚, by setting (6.8) C´p n´1q,n´1 " Kerpd H : C´p n´2q,n´1 Ñ C´p n´3q,n´1 q.
By construction of the maps ab F ąG , the differentials d AB and d H commute. Hence the double complex with the total differential is defined:
There are two natural spectral sequences of the double complex. The first sequence E I runs as follows (6.10)
Lemma 6.6. The modules H´ppC˚, q ; d H q vanish for p ‰ 0. The complex pH 0 pC˚,˚; d H q; d AB q is isomorphic to the complex pAB˚pXq, d AB q.
Proof. At first, we consider the case q ď n´2. The q-th row of the complex pC˚,˚, d H q has the form
According to (6.5), this writes as
H˚pBT G q Ñ 0.
Changing the summation order we see that the latter sequence is the direct sum over all faces G of dimension q of the following complexes
This complex coincides with the cellular chain complex of the face G with coefficients in H˚pBT G q. Since G is acyclic, the cohomology of this complex vanishes except for p " 0, where the cohomology is equal to H˚pBT G q. Therefore, the cohomology of (6.12) vanishes
Since S Z is pn´3q-acyclic, the module H n´2´r pS Z q is nontrivial only for r " n´2 and r " 0. The homology of the complex (6.15) in the leftmost position are killed by the additional term C´p n´1q,n´1 defined by (6.8) . Note that the construction of C´p n´1q,n´1 implies the isomorphism (6.17) pC´p n´1q,n´1 q n´2 -H n´2 pS Z ; H n´2 q -H 0 pS Z q -Z and pC´p n´1q,n´1 q k " 0 for n´2 ‰ k ď n.
The homology module of (6.13) at the rightmost position is isomorphic to
where the last isomorphism follows from the long exact sequence in cohomology of the pair pQ, Zq and the assumption of the theorem, which states that Q is a homology pn`1q-sphere. Finally, we consider the differential complex (6.13) for k " n`1. Since Z has dimension n´2, we can drop this space from the second position at all relative cohomology groups. Therefore the degree n`1 part of (6.13) takes the form
Since U x F is an pn`1q-ball, this sequence writes as
The nonaugmented sequence
is the chain complex of the homological cell complex Z, and its homology are concentrated in the leftmost and the rightmost positions. The additional term pC´p n´1q,n´1 q n`1 of the differential complex (6.20) (defined by (6.8)) kills the homology at the leftmost position. The construction of C´p n´1q,n´1 implies the isomorphism (6.22) pC´p n´1q,n´1 q n`1 -H n´2 pZq.
The homology module of (6.20) at the rightmost position is isomorphic to
Combining (6.18) with (6.23), we see that
This completes the proof of the lemma. Lemma 6.6 shows that the spectral sequence E I given by (6.10) degenerates at the second page. We have (6.24) pE I q 0,k 8 -H k pAB˚pXq; d AB q is an associated graded module for H k pC˚; d Tot q.
There exists another cohomological spectral sequence, which computes Atiyah-Bredon cohomology first, then computes vertical cohomology: Proof. For 0 ď p ď n´2 we have C´p ,q " À dim F "p AB q pF q by definition. The cohomology of pAB q pF q, d AB q vanishes for q ‰ dim F by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. If p " n´1, the additional term C´p n´1q,q is concentrated in degree q " n´1 by construction. Lemma 6.7 shows that the spectral sequence E II given by (6.25) satisfies
Therefore, E II degenerates at the first page, and we have (6.26) H k pC˚; d Tot q " 0 for k ‰ 0.
Proof of Theorem 4. Combining (6.24) with (6.26), we see that ABFP-sequence AB˚pXq of the space X is acyclic in degrees ‰ 0. The differential complex AB˚pXq is the first page of the spectral sequence
The acyclicity of AB˚pXq implies that H 0 pAB˚pXq, d AB q -HT pXq. Therefore, the augmented ABFP-sequence (6.27) 0 Ñ HT pXq iÑ HT pX 0 q Ñ H˚`1 T pX 1 , X 0 q Ñ¨¨Ñ H˚`n´2 T pX n´2 , X n´3 q Ñ H˚`n´1 T pX, X n´2 q Ñ 0, is exact. According to [15, Thm.1.1], this condition implies that X is equivariantly formal. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Betti numbers in case of complexity one
The constructions of the previous section allow to describe the Hilbert function of HT pXq. As mentioned in the last paragraph of Section 6, HT pXq -H 0 pAB˚pXqq. Isomorphisms 6.24 and 6.26 imply that pE II q˚,8 " À n´1 p"0 pE II q´p ,p 1 is an associated module for HT pXq. For p ă n´1, there holds
the last isomorphism being justified in the proof of Lemma 6.3. For p " n´1, the term pE II q´p n´1q,n´1 1 is isomorphic to the additional term C´p n´1q,n´1 with degree shifted by n´1 (this degree shift appears in the definitions of all ABFP-sequences of graded modules). Note that C´p n´1q,n´1 is isomorphic to the kernel of the homomorphism C´p n´2q,n´1 Ñ C´p n´3q,n´1 . Recalling all the definitions and Lemma 6.5, we see that C´p n´1q,n´1 has only two nontrivial graded components: the component pC´p n´1q,n´1 q n´1 is isomorphic to the leftmost homologies of the sequence (6.15), and the component pC´p n´1q,n´1 q n`1 is isomorphic to the leftmost homologies of the sequence (6.21). According to (6.17) and (6.22), we have pC´p n´1q,n´1 q n´1 -Z and pC´p n´1q,n´1 q n`1 -H n´2 pZq. These considerations prove the following statement.
Proposition 7.1. Assume that the action of T " T n´1 on X " X 2n , n ě 3, satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4. Then the module
is an associated module for HT pXq. Here Z lies in degree 0, and H n´2 pZq lies in degree 2.
This proposition allows to express the Hilbert function of HT pXq in terms of the combinatorial characteristics of the sponge Z.
Definition 7.2. Consider a sponge Z " Z n´2 . Let f i " f i pZq be the number of i-dimensional faces of Z, for i " 0, 1, . . . , n´2, and b " bpZq denotes the Betti number b " rk r H n´2 pZq (which is the only nonzero reduced Betti number of Z, according to the acyclicity condition). The pair ppf 0 , . . . , f n´2 q, bq will be called the extended f-vector of the sponge Z.
Remark 7.3. If Z is an acyclic sponge, then we have f 0´f1`¨¨¨`p´1 q n´2 f n´2 " 1`p´1q n´2 b, since both numbers are equal to the Euler characteristic of Z. Therefore, for acyclic sponges, the b-number is expressed in terms of f-numbers:
where we set f´1 " 1 by definition.
Proposition 7.4. Let X " X 2n be a manifold with an action of T " T n´1 satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4. Then
Proof. As before, we consider the case n " 2 separately. In this case, we have b " f 0´1 . It follows from the proof of Theorem 3 that
which confirms the general formula. Now let n ě 3. Then the required formula easily follows from (7.1). Indeed, we only need to compute the Hilbert function of the relative equivariant cohomology module H˚`d im F T F pSν x F , 8q. The torus T F of dimension dim T F " n´1´dim F acts effectively on a sphere Sν x F of dimension dim ν x F " 2n´2 dim F . This action is equivariantly formal, therefore (7.4) HilbpHT F pSν x F q; tq " HilbpH˚pSν x F q; tq p1´t 2 q n´1´dim F " 1`t 2n´2 dim F p1´t 2 q n´1´dim F . Passing to the equivariant cohomology relative to the point 8 P Sν x F subtracts the expression HilbpHT F p8q; tq " 1 p1´t 2 q n´1´dim F , from (7.4). Therefore, there holds
HilbpHT
F pSν x F , 8q; tq " HilbpH˚pSν x F q; tq p1´t 2 q n´1´dim F´1 p1´t 2 q n´1´dim F " t 2n´2 dim F p1´t 2 q n´1´dim F .
Summing these expressions over all proper faces F P S Z , and applying (7.1), we get the desired formula.
Corollary 7.5. Let X " X 2n be a manifold with an action of T " T n´1 satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4. Then Proof. According to Theorem 4, the manifold X is equivariantly formal. Hence Example 7.8. For any action of T 2 on a 6-dimensional manifold in general position, the sponge coincides with the GKM-graph of the action. In particular, for the action of T 2 on the full flag manifold F 3 , the sponge is the complete bipartite graph K 3,3 , see the top right part of Fig.2 . The extended f -vector is pp6, 9q, 4q, and we obtain HilbpH˚pF 3 q; tq " 6t 6`9 t 4 p1´t 2 q`p1`4t 2 qp1´t 2 q 2 " 1`2t 2`2 t 4`t6 , which, of course, is also well known.
Example 7.9. The sponge of the T 3 -action on the quaternionic projective plane HP 2 was described in detail in [4] , see the bottom of Fig.2 (triangles correspond to torusinvariant manifolds isomorphic to CP 2 and biangles correspond to torus invariant manifolds isomorphic to HP 1 , they are glued together along edges as shown on the figure) . The extended f-vector of this sponge is equal to pp3, 6, 7q, 3q, and we obtain HilbpH˚pHP 2 q; tq " 3t 8`6 t 6 p1´t 2 q`7t 4 p1´t 2 q 2`p 1`3t 2 qp1´t 2 q 3 " 1`t 4`t8 .
Remark 7.10. It is possible to compute the Betti numbers of a manifold satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4 by a different, more straightforward formula. Since X is equivariantly formal, its ABFP-sequence is exact. Therefore, we have HilbpHT pXq; tq " n´1 ÿ i"0 p´1q i HilbpAB i pXq; tq "
where the last identity is due to (2.4) and (2.5) . For the ordinary cohomology, this formula implies (7.7)
HilbpH˚pXq; tq " n´2 ÿ i"0 p´1q i f i p1´t 2 q i`p´1 q n´1 pb`t 2 qp1´t 2 q n´1 .
Although formula (7.7) does not coincide with (7.5), they are related. One turns into another, if we substitute 1{t instead of t and multiply the whole expression by t 2n . Therefore, the fact that two formulas give the same answer is the consequence of Poincare duality on X.
One can notice that the argument which we used to derive (7.7) is much easier and straightforward than the arguments of Section 6 used in (7.5). However, we used the formula (7.5) to obtain an indirect numerical confirmation of homological theory developed in Sections 5 and 6.
We finish with the following natural definition and the question.
Definition 7.11. Let Z " Z n´2 be an acyclic sponge, and ppf 0 , . . . , f n´2 q, bq be the extended f -vector of Z. The coefficients ph 0 , h 1 , . . . , h n q of the polynomial n´2 ÿ i"0 f i t 2n´2i p1´t 2 q i`p 1`bt 2 qp1´t 2 q n´1 " h 0`h1 t 2`¨¨¨`h n t 2n are called the h-numbers of Z.
Problem 1 (Dehn-Sommerville relations). Is it true that h i " h n´i for any acyclic sponge Z?
Problem 2 (Nonnegativity). Is it true that h i ě 0 for any acyclic sponge Z?
Certainly, if Z is a sponge of some equivariantly formal torus action of complexity one in general position, both questions answer in positive, as follows from nonnegativity of Betti numbers and Poincare duality on the corresponding T n´1 -manifold.
Remark 7.12. The h-vector ph 0 , . . . , h n q of a simple n-dimensional polytope P is defined by the formula n ÿ i"0
where f i is the number of i-dimensional faces of P , see e.g. [8, Ch.1.3] . Similarly, we can define the h-vector of an n-dimensional manifold with corners P , if all faces of P (including P itself) are acyclic. If M 2n is an equivariantly formal manifold with the complexity zero action of a torus T n such that M 2n {T n -P , then rk H 2j pM 2n q " h j (see [13] for simple polytopes and [22] for face acyclic manifolds with corners). Hence, when P is the orbit space of some action the nonnegativity h j ě 0 obviously follows, and Dehn-Sommerville relations h j " h n´j are a consequence of Poincare duality. However, Dehn-Sommerville relations and the nonnegativity hold for any face-acyclic manifold with corners as follows from the Gorenstein property of the face ring krS P s corresponding to the simplicial poset S P dual to P .
We suppose that there should exist a theory of "sponge algebras" which is parallel to the theory of face rings for simple polytopes. This theory, if exists, should answer Problems 1 and 2, and give a description of equivariant cohomology rings for equivariantly formal actions of complexity one in general position.
